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By JOE MCCART HY

Mercedes-Benz, Lexus and BMW received top scores in L2's latest report, while Bugatti,
Bentley Motors and Rolls -Royce floundered at the bottom.

Perhaps more so than other product categories, digital is  reshaping the consumer journey
to a new car. Consumers spend hours watching video, reading consumer reviews,
learning technical features and taking all sorts of virtual tours before making a decision
and heading to a pre-determined dealer.

"If we had to limit it to just one observation, I would stress the year-over-year change with
regards to tablet support," said Colin Gilbert, research director of the report, New York.

"Last year, we detected only one auto brand supporting unique user interface/user
experience for tablets," he said. "This year, nearly a quarter of the Index has invested in
tablet optimization—driving major changes to the site profiles of Porsche, Ferrari, Lexus
and Volkswagen.

"These brands demonstrate a firm grasp on user behavior, recognizing that tablet usage is
now challenging smartphone usage among new car buyers. While select brands are
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moving quickly to 'patch' this deficiency, others are falling behind."

L2's "Digital IQ Index: Auto" assessed the digital proficiency of 42 automotive brands.
Rankings were devised according to the following criteria: 30 percent Web site and
ecommerce, 30 percent digital marketing, 20 percent social media and 20 percent mobile.

Clearing the way for digital

Although automakers will sell more cars this year than at any time since 2007, sales will
likely be more modest in the years to come.

A generational divide continues to grow among prospective buyers. More than half of
millennials regard car ownership as too onerous, compared to 35 percent of older
generations, according to Co.Exist Fast Company.

Also, millennials are more likely to embrace transportation applications like Uber and
Lyft that prioritize sharing over ownership and public transportation ridership has reached
its highest level in 57 years.

http://www.l2thinktank.com/research/auto-2014


Mr Porter teamed up with Uber for Paris Fashion Week

Accompanying this philosophical shift, Autotrader determined that 73 percent of the
consumer journey now occurs online, where consumers are far more malleable. In fact,
more than half of consumers are open to any brand when first considering a new car, but
this neutrality diminishes when offline and consumers enter tunnel-vision mode, visiting
on average 1.6 dealerships.

However, auto brands recognize that, because of digital, a competitor can abscond with a
consumer at any point of the buying process. Even when researching in dealersips,
consumers are vulnerable to information from other brands.

Places to win

Although it is  important for brands to make an impression early on in the purchase funnel,
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only 20 percent of consumers end up going with the first car they research.

Nonetheless, search engines, which come in as the sixth most influential source of in-
market research, can shape the consumer journey.

Fifty-two percent of traffic to brand Web sites comes from search portals, according to
SimilarWeb.

Brands dominate organic first-page Google search with 44 percent of the results, while
auto dealers generate 1 percent of results. However, only 38 percent of brand results offer
the ability to track dealership locations, forcing consumers to rely on Google Maps or the
paid search efforts of particular dealers.

Bentley and Tesla both provide links to showrooms that react to consumer location.

Bentley search results from New York

While dealers are rarely seen through organic results, more than 70 percent of brand
searches produce paid ads from specific dealers. Consumers are much more likely to
search for brand terms than car models.

Manufacturer Web sites are the second most powerful tool, behind dealer Web sites, in the
research process. Luxury brands tend to focus on car customizers and promoting test
drives, while ultra-luxury brands tend to invest in video.
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Aston Martin customizer app

Ultra-luxury brand Web sites are dismal in many aspects. On these sites, consumers are
unlikely to find options to compare model, live chat, schedule a test drive, access 360-
degree views, access maintenance guides and schedule services.

The report spotlights Lexus' and Ferrari's Web sites as stand-outs.

As Mr. Gilbert noted, tablets are another source of differentiation. A consumer
researching a car is now more likely to be using a tablet than smartphone, and around 20
percent of brands have responded with tablet-optimized Web sites.
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L2 Auto video

Stratified field

Mercedes-Benz climbed 20 percent to the number one spot in this year's report.
Other luxury brands in the top 10 include Lexus and BMW.
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From Mercedes-Benz CLA Instagram contest

Bugatti received the worst ranking in the report, and Rolls -Royce and Bentley also
received feeble scores. The majority of brands fell in the gifted and average categories.

"Mercedes-Benz is an exciting story because its digital investments parallel a new phase
in the battle with BMW for best-selling luxury brand in the United States," Mr. Gilbert said.

"MBUSA definitely demonstrates ROI on tactical investments," he said. "They offer one of
the best examples of a mobile-optimized site that focuses on shopping tools and local
inventory. They prove aggressive when it comes to competitive purchasing, especially on
YouTube search. And they were among the first brands to announce support for and demo
Apple's highly anticipated CarPlay.

"But Mercedes's 'x-factor' is  their ability to define a digital platform's primary appeal and
design content that will resonate with their intended audience. A lot has already been
written about last year's 'Take the Wheel' photo contest on Instagram. Recognizing the
success of that program, the brand just launched #GLAPacked—iterating on concepts that
work. Few auto brands are as proficient in executing distinct digital programs that still
prove highly complementary to offline marketing efforts."

Final Take
Joe McCarthy, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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